Diaries

1902-1905 Laboratory E ook
1908 and other years (1909, 1910, 1911, 1912, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 21, 22, 26, 32, 33) sparse entries
42, 60 (March 9.) Last entry - Chronology 1902–1943 (in back)
1908 Quotations from Scientific and Business Journals these are quotations and definitions - "some used in RNS" memorial service by Fr. Haggerty

1927–30
1931–35
1933 (small blue notebook) (an odd assortment of histories here some are like diaries, others contain information about Washington, Boston, ships that sink, etc. I can't make it out)
1935 (Dec 26) Wedding Invitation, Photos Stony Creek Mills, PA.
1936–40
1941–45
1946–50
1951 spiral, brown (trip diary?)
1951–55 Taiwan Trip
1952–53 SA Asian Trip Notebook
1953 More Notes on Taiwan - only 100 pp or so.
1956–60 more notes on Asian trip
1956 Joint RNS EBS in Phillipines
1961–70
1971
Investments Book - dependency on the stock, some of these entries go back to the 30's.
Box 1 (continued)

Negatives from trips
Clothing Samples ordered by Shreve
Shreves prescriptions
Office door sign
Passport K 1537779 R.N. Shreve

Box 2

"T" Miscellaneous - mostly deals with Taiwan engineering project contracts, correspondence, etc.

Gems - P.U. - List of gems in memorial center display cases with worth

Photographs of Shreve with others
Notebook containing congratulations etc on Shreve being awarded honorary Engineering degree from P.U. 6-4-61

"B" Miscellaneous - correspondence on Jade donations, Shreve's funeral arrangements etc. (correspondence is "B's")

"A" Miscellaneous - awarded fellow of American Institute of Chemical Engineers 222-74

Purdue publications - Engineer - June '46, April 1953 with articles on Potter, one written by Shreve 12-10-45

Memoranda confirming Shreve's promotions to Associate Professor 9-1-30 and Professor 9-1-46.

Biographical Information
China Today Feb 61, Oct 59, May '59 both contain articles by Shreve

Memorial Resolutions
Portrait of Shreve in 43rd Annual Indiana Artists Club Nov. '75

"The Engineer and Free Enterprise" offprint of Shreve article 11-16-61 (publication unknown)

Harvard Class of 1908 Reunion program
A Little Garland of Christmas Verse - Some Clippings inside, also letter and programs.

Rules for Conduct - this is a Ben Franklin kind of list

Annual of Cheng Kung Univ. in Formosa showing Purdue Team.

Royalties - Communications from publishers detailing royalty payments to Shreve

"Service Across the seas" by Shreve

"Evolution of Liberty" by Shreve

"Purdue Engineering Project" by Shreve

"Clipping of quotations" (these appear in Shreve's Quotation book.)

Chinese Banquet honoring Shreve at Indianapolis Art Museum

List of Names in the Home Hospital folder

Photographs of Shreve's Family and Shreve

Manila Envelopes contains letters and photographs of Shreve's family w/some biographical identifiers on envelope.

1902 Lab book from Mallinckrodt Chemical Works St Louis, Mo (Shreve's)

1901-1902 Biology notebook of Shreve - Ferguson High School

Harvard Plaque - President Harvard Club of N.J.

Certificate - Who's Who in America 1976-77

Honorary Degree Cheng Kung University 3-1-70

Memorial materials - guestbook, dialogue between Shreve and Eckles, memorial resolution for Shreves etc.

Letters of Condolence

Sympathy Cards

Memorial Service Leaflets
Box 3 (continued)

Gems - Topaz - clippings
Gems - Tourmaline - clippings
Gems - Zircon - clippings

Box 4

Gems - Quartz - Clippings, articles etc.
Gems - Rubie - Clippings, articles etc.
Gems - Saphire - Clippings, articles etc.

This is a mixed bag of articles and clippings on gems, maps, and brochures of South Dakota, Grand Tetons

Gems - Garnet - Clippings, articles, etc.
Various clippings about gems and jewels

Gems - Aquamarine - clippings, articles, etc.

Gems - Ivory - a few clippings, articles etc., most are on diamonds and manufacturing process.

Photographs - most identified (family?)

Ledger - Jan. 1917 - Feb 1920

Wedding - June 1, 1968 - Irene Macy Stieby Congratulatory cards, telegrams, etc. Clippings, Postcards of Va. Williamsburg, etc.

Photo of LL Shreves - 1887-8

Photo of Great Great Grandmother Penbridge

Truxtun (Penbridge) Family - genealogical materials, clippings on ancestors, photos of Great Great Grandmother, Thomas Truxtton Penbridge, Commodore in US Navy, Circa Revolution war 1812 etc.

More Genealogy on Truxton's - Trust payments, clippings and correspondence.

Photos Eleanor & Norris Families
Box 4 (continued)

Farm Ledger


Eook Reviews (part of Purdue University Book Review and Discussion Group)

Addresses – gems – "Collecting Gems as a Hobby" 1-22-40 "Gems as a Hobby"

Formosan Addresses – Letter, handwritten note


Cheng Kung University on Taiwan

Report to Cheng Kung University on Purdue Project 5-10-60

Untitled 1960

Formosa and its Significance to Americans 1960

Before Chinese *Instit.* of Eng. 12-21-53

Formosa an stronghold against Communism n.d.

Fancies and Facts 9-5-1955

Many handwritten notes

Purdue Taiwan Engineering Project 3-8-57

Continuous Processing....... 11-61

Uranium Production........11-61

Short Reports on Cheng Kung Project 3-4-59

Message to Students *Graduating* May 59

Engineering Education 1956

Purdue Taiwan Project Report June 27, 1956

Handwritten Notes

Chemical report on Petro Chemicals 6-24-59
Box 5

Addresses, Miscellaneous


Addresses–Parlor Club


Chemical Engineering Education

Photo of Engineer School- list of Attendees

Dyer, Mary - (famous Quaker ancestor)

Articles from journals on Dyer, photos of statue, clippings, etc.

Box 5 (continued)

Letters, Mother

Lever Brothers Insurance Case Fall 1941 - correspondence, recorded testimony, charts and graphs etc.


Naval Pacific Trip 1 July 1948 - Photos from Deck, clippings, correspondence "How the Navy Treats a Guest" Ships Newsletter "The Rose Bowl" USS Pasadena "on Board the USS Pasadena." "Trip of Trip"

Poems

Personal Portraits (of Shreve)

Personal "D" - These are mostly documents and communications concerning Shreve's divorce from Ethel circa 1927.

Passports

Personal Formosa Cheng Kung University correspondence by and with Shreve and professors at CKU - original contract. Purdue & CKU - reports or status, etc.

Personal - Old Contracts - 1912-28

Purdue - began 1930 started with Formosa CKU project 1952

Photos - TPCE & Cheng Kung University

Photographs - Misc

Shreve - Mast. Professor - JC Article 6-7-67 First Shreve Professor

Shreve - Photos - General - old family photos

CU Shreve Jr. Estate - Communications, invoices, copy of will, etc.
R.N. Shreve Continued

Box 5 (continued)

US Trust Co - correspondence concerning Shreve family holdings.

Shreve Estate 6th & Clark Sts. - concerning family property

The Calvalcode of Louisville 1778-1938 (hist of Louisville given us premium from Citizens National Bank in Louisville.

Shreve Estate-Steele Wedeles (correspondence between Shreve and Steele Wedeles Co. concerning Estate properties.

Stevic, James O. - obit - correspondence w/ Shreve

Birthday Card to Shreve on 82nd

Greeting Card - 1950 from Lowe, Edmund & Elsie 1949"

Box 6

Richard 3. Wetherhill - correspondence between Wetherhill estate and Shreve-Smith bio of Wetherhill, June 1955 Dedication of Wetherill Lab at Purdue.

Christmas Letters and Lists

Shreve Hall info. pamphlets- 1970

Hone Hospital Nursing Incentives Fund Pamphlets

ACS - Industrial and Engineering Chemistry History

Harvard Club of New Jersey - Bylaws Sept 1974; Membership list

Membership directory of American Institute of Chemists 1974

Chemist's Club Yearbook - Dec 1973

Personal & Confidential - Termo of PRF - Hovde employment agreement

Gardening Plans & receipts

Gems photos and clippings

Eleanor Burns Shreve documents - Estate dealings, obit, List of holdings, will, PRF documents

Autographed notes to Shreve
Box 6 (continued)

Gold and Gem Cases - correspondence about Shreve Collection:
Lapidary Journal - Jan 71 - Shreve article about Collection;


Shreve Family - correspondence concerning various family estates, and relations.

Gold - Clippings

Shreve - reprints of Articles (multiple Copies)
"Shreve Collection of Gems and Gold"
"Jade Cutting Today" Fall 1960 Gems & Gemology
"Jade, A Symbol of an Ancient Civilization," Chinese Culture Quarterly vol 1, No 3, 1958"
"Precious and Semiprecious Jewels" Science, Vol 92, No. 2399, 1940.
"Making Strontium Mixture..." Purdue Engineering Bulletin Vol 23, No 3a, 1939.

Ledger Book 1939-1970


Prize to Chemical Engineering - correspondence on purchase of tablet, award winners, etc.

Meeting of Board of Directors - PRF May 12, 1948 - Stanley Meikle's copy.

Annual Reports - Shreve Farms 1958-1967 (no 1960 rpt)

Box 7

The Society of Cincinnati and its Museum

A Report of Progress - Purdue Club of Retired Persons 1968

Roster of The Society of Cincinnati 1974

Box 7 (continued)

Klein, Maury - *History of Louisville and Nashville Railroad*
Shreve's great-uncle 1st president.

Harvard College Class of 1908 50th anniversary Report
Shreve pp. 582-587.

Knoll, *History of Purdue Engineering.*
Roster of Professional Engineers and *Land* Surveyors 1976

Mustard Gas... *Final* Report to National Defense Research Committee. 1943

*Journal and Courier* Vista Section 9-10-66 Shreve sale of Gems & Gold

Notebook Containing Information on Indianapolis Museum of Art

Oriental Wicker Mat

Watercolors and *photographs*

Degrees and Certificates

Box 8

photo of *Shreve* in ?

"Jade Cutting Today" by Shreve Reprint

"Jade a Symbol of an Ancient Civilization" Shreve Reprint

Formosan Education

Itinerary South European trip

Letter to Shreve from ? Poser 1936 contains photos

"Rise and Fall of Khmers"

Invitation from Minister Chang Chiyung

Menu 12–17–54
"Angkor Cambodia, Ancient city of the Khmers"

Postcard and Clipping

Speech by George KC Yeh Chinese Ambassador to US at annual dinner of American Bureau for Medical Aid to China 11-19-59

Taiwan College of Engineering Entrance Exam

"Chinese History and Chinese Lit" Earl Swisher

Chinese Magazine

Column by Agnes Adams "So I'm told" about Mrs Shreve 7-30-56

"Chinese Education Leader Plans to use Craftwork in Teaching" Journal Courier 7-17-56 about Mrs Shreve

Pamphlet "Education in Free China" Chang Chi-yn 1958

"A Seed of knowledge" Bob Ring Purdue Engineer 11-60

Clippings on Shreve's Return from JC

Graduation Speech by Shreve 5-59

"Purdue-Cheng University Engineering Project" 2-8-62

Dimethylaniline II notes on Experiments and reports

Shreve, Personal Letters including photographs

Shreve, Personal

Report for Mullinkrodt Chem Works 12-54 notes and memos

Miscellaneous

notes, correspondence

itinerary, trip diary for S. European Trip; itinerary of trip to Viet Nam '56

Clippings, Phillipines (mislabeled)

correspondence on intermediates
R.N. Shreve Continued

Fox 8 (continued)

Parlor Club Speeches

"Where and how this could have Happened" 3-18-56

"Early Years of the AATCC"

Potents

"World's Most Ancient Symbol" (Jade)

"Come With Us to Quemoy (Kinmen)" Shreve China Today

Clippings on Free Enterprise

Mallophone Notebook

Clippings on Communism

Clippings on Labor

Shreve Ball - gifts - list etc.

High School Oration "Mistake of a Caliph" and other manuscripts
   by Shreve; letters from Poland

Poetry Clippings

R.N. Shreve Literary Prize - program 1966

Farm Miscellaneous (correspondence)

Photobook

Chinese Letters

Formosa, Miscellaneous - various correspondence, clippings; menos, etc.

Formosa Descriptive - photographs, clippings of articles on Formosa

Maps of Taiwan

Clippings on Formosa from US publications

Shreve Hall - correspondence on Gifts

Correspondence w/ Mrs Shreve from National Encyclopedia of
   American Biography
R.N. Shreve Continued

Box 8 (continued)

Gray Folder - articles and Materials recommending Chia-Yu Yang for Honorary Doctorate.

Box 9

Huang, Hui - Correspondence 1961-65
Christmas Cards 1975?
Japan, (Matsudaira)? Friend of Shreve's correspondence, photographs, bio.

Miscellaneous photographs
Correspondence regarding fellowship for student from (Samak)?

Italy - Maps and clippings

India - Kashmir - clippings

Miscellaneous photos of Shreve & others

Mesa Verde - info. on

India - travel guides, clippings, etc.

Christmas Cards

Box containing handmade wool.

More photographs

Photographs of Wyoming Grand Tetons

Purdue Research Foundation Correspondence most deals w/Shreve Trust

Family letters

Autographs

SAE (?) some records or budgets

Pictures

Scrapbook-photos, correspondence, Harvard scholarship award
Box 9 (continued)

Chile - mislabeled - file contains correspondence on silicon for GE.

Miscellaneous Correspondence

California Supreme Court Case Defendant's Brief.

People vs City of LA ! later and Power - (Shreve working for city.) 1938

'Taiwan Talks

"Uranium its Production and Application to Bombs and Power" no date

"Atoms for Peace" 2-26-57

Quemoy

Clippings, "Come With Us to Quemoy" (Kinmen)

Plans for Jewel Cases

Personal Data - resumes, vita, bio, etc.

Gifts to PU - lists etc. w/notations

Lapidary Journal Jan 1971

List of Shreve publication Vol II 1944-60


"Come with Us to Quemoy" China Today vol IV no. 2 Feb 1961


Miscellaneous correspondence

Ring binder of Material concerning genealogy

Gifts to Purdue

St Eliz. folder containing clippings on Sailing Days

Owens Lake project - and Report
Rox 9 (continued)

Gifts to Purdue

St Louis World's Fair RNS was Guide,

*Shreve Homes Destroyed in Fire (Chicago. from Chicago Tribune 10-11-1871)

Box 10

Comprehensive Report to Taiwan Provincial Cheng Kung University
University and International Cooperation Administration by
Purdue University 1959. RN Shreve & WI Frei. 2 copies. one marked

Letter from Mrs Frank B Martin regarding Proctor family (Shreve Geneology). 5-17-76.

Harvard Class Album 1906-1908

First Publication of "Isohexanes" 1906

Scrapbook - Early photographs 1903

Photographs of travels and Life in Indiana, Russia, England, etc.

Harvard Scrapbook 1906-08

Miscellaneous photographs of California. some in connection to Water Dept Suit.

Several loose photographs with Hovde

Deckside large photo

Rox 11

Jade Book by G. Born-
A collection of bibliographic annotations, info. on jade etc.

Receipts and cancelled checks
yellow-1936-37
Blue-'69, '67, '73, '70, '68, '72, '65,

Check receipt book (board)
April 1924-Nov 1925
March 1928-Jan 1930
Box 11 (continued)

Check Receipt books (board)
   August 1917–Jan 1928
   Jan 1920–Dec 1927
   Nov 1924 –Mar 1928
   Jan 1930–Jan 1932
   June 1922–April 1924

Savings Account Book
   Feb 1, 1912–April 1921

Box 12

Chinese Art Work

Book of prints from Wang Shin-Chien

Small White Scroll

Caligraphy Scroll from Chang Tau Hing

Chinese Writing from CKU 1959

75th Birthday Scrolls (6)

Poem of Autumn

Nan-Hsiung Tae Scroll

Silverbox

Grey box

Certificates

Confirmation 1897

American Assn of Textile Chemists and Colorists 1921

American Chemical Society 1957

National Geographic Society 1936

American Chemical Society Diamond Jubilee 1951

Red folder containing info on Chinese Group Schools
Monzol-Mallinckrodt - consultant work 1923

Principles Employed in Selecting New Chemicals for Research and Development - Rn Shreve 1958

Mallophone Patents

Kota - Marbert Products - attempts to develop a competitor to Coke - 1941

Schmidtmann-(Waldemar) Coworker of Shreve's 1929-57 correspondence, etc.

Teaching Report to Dr. Bray

Mallinckrodt Chemical Works contractor w/Atomic Energy Commission
Preparing U02 - Shreve worked w/Harrington - no date

Unit Processes - papers and photographs

Travel brochures etc, from Japan

Miscellaneous loose papers

Talk?

X-Has Letter

patent, etc.

Notes on Shreve Biography

Photographs - Formosa - Cku Departments
Formosa - Miscellaneous
Asia, Phillipines & Europe

Chemical Process Industries 4th ed 1977
5th ed 1984
Shreve, R. Norris.


Asian Students' Edition, Copy No. 1


Dedication to George Hawkins on 88th birthday of R. Norris Shreve (b. March 9, 1885).


International Student Edition.


"First" edition sold in Taiwan?

The Cooperative Project Between Purdue University to Aid Engineering Education on Taiwan. Comprehensive Report for Years 1952-1959 (by) R. Norris Shreve (and) Wilfred I. Freil. Taiwan, Taiwan and Lafayette, Indiana, July 1959.

Dyes Classified by Intermediates. N.Y., Chemical Catalog Company, 1922.


Shreve, R. Norris (cont.)

Traducido por M. Teresa Toral.


Fotos, John T. and R. Norris Shreve.


Brown, Rollo W.

Seaton, Kendall G.